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March 3, 2004
This testimony takes issue with a number of the central propositions of the proposed Stock
Option Accounting Reform Act:
I. Compensatory Stock Options are a real cost to the company and should be an expense
It is a basic principle of accounting that financial statements should record economically
significant transactions. Issuing stock options is just such a significant transaction and footnote
reporting is not a substitute for recognition on the income statement. Even if no cash changes
hands, issuing stock options to employees incurs a sacrifice of cash, an opportunity cost that
needs to be accounted for. Both accounting earnings and labor expenses relative to operating
revenues are used by analysts to estimate performance of the firm and to compare efficiency and
profit margins among firms. The form in which such compensation is paid by the firm should
not determine whether it is expensed or not. H.R. 3574 holds that only options granted to the
CEO and the top four most highly compensated executive officers of the firm should be
expensed. That is not consistent with reflecting the entire economic cost of using options for
paying for labor services to the firm. Other forms of compensation including salary, cash bonus
and benefits are expensed for all employees and not just the top five officers of the firm.
II. The Cost to the Firm of Compensatory Options can be estimated
The value of compensatory options should be the economic cost to the firm of granting those
options and not the value placed on these options by the employees who receive them. The value
of those options can be estimated, using market prices or pricing models.
Financial institutions value and execute transactions involving all kinds of options and other
derivative securities in large volume every day all around the world. There are many listed
options traded on exchanges. There are convertible bonds and warrants underwritten and traded
with long maturities (e.g. 25 years). Institutions offer in the over-the-counter (OTC) market
customized and “exotic” options in which the latter contain complex terms. Over the past 30
years, these institutions have developed sophisticated pricing models that they use both to price
and to manage the risk of options and other derivative securities.
A recommendation submitted to FASB for expensing compensatory stock options that I coauthored requires only the estimation of 90-day options values for vested options in standard
type option plans. 90-day options are traded in the market for many publicly traded companies.
Furthermore, many of the special terms in compensatory options that are believed to make their
valuation difficult have little effect on the value of a 90-day option.
Estimates from option pricing models often differ from market prices, sometimes significantly. That fact
does not imply that it is not possible to value an option with terms that are not precisely traded in the
market. Financial statements should strive to be approximately right in reflecting economic reality rather
than precisely wrong. H.R. 3574 holds that if a pricing model is used to determine the fair value of an
option, the assumed volatility of the underlying stock shall be zero. It is the case that under the
assumption of zero volatility, any pricing model used will give about the same estimate of value. Thus,

in effect, H.R. 3574 specifies the option-pricing model to use for expensing. This option valuation
model is seriously flawed as an estimator of fair value. It is universally accepted that a large part of an
option’s value is the result of the volatility of the underlying stock price. But there are no real-world
traded stocks whose volatility is zero and furthermore, technology firms which issue large amounts of
options tend to have above-average levels of volatility. Thus the mandated approach of H.R. 3574 will
uniformly undervalue all options and for at-the-money options it will uniformly undervalue the options
by a large amount. This one provision will de facto preserve the current and past practice of not
expensing options issued at or out of the money.
Current accounting standards require the estimation of useful economic life for depreciating plant and
equipment; the costs of employee pension and other retirement benefits; and even contingent liabilities
such as environmental cleanups. These estimates are surely made with error and none of these is traded
precisely in the markets. And these estimates can significantly impact reported earnings. FASB sets
standards for making these estimates and changes take place as new techniques evolve. Why should the
case of setting standards for estimating stock option expense be singularly different?

III. Will Expensing stock options hurt young businesses?
Many critics of expensing argue it will make life more difficult for the businesses that rely
heavily on options to reward their entrepreneurial talent. We all recognize the vitality and wealth
that entrepreneurial ventures, particularly those in the high-tech sector, bring to the U.S.
economy, and I for one have no objection to policy measures that encourage and assist new
ventures.
But I do question the policy effectiveness of doing so by essentially creating the benefits from a
deliberate accounting distortion proportional to companies' use of one particular form of
employee compensation. Indeed, some forms of incentive compensation, such as restricted stock,
performance cash awards, and indexed or performance options, arguably do a better job of
aligning executive and shareholder interests than conventional stock options do. Yet current
accounting standards require that these, and virtually all other compensation alternatives, be
expensed. The provisions of H.R. 3574 would in effect exempt only at-the-money stock options
from expensing.
I find it rather difficult to accept the prospect that the financial accounting treatment of
expensing options will have a profound effect on this Nation’s economic prosperity. However, if
such were the case, one less distorting approach than the valuation proposal in H.R. 3574 for
delivering an accounting subsidy to entrepreneurial ventures would simply be to allow them to
defer a percentage of their total employee compensation for some number of years. That way,
companies could get the supposed accounting benefits from not having to report a portion of
their compensation costs no matter what form that compensation might take.
Options can be a powerful incentive tool. But failing to record a transaction that creates such
dramatic effects is economically indefensible and encourages companies to favor options over
alternative compensation methods. It is not the proper role of accounting standards to distort
compensation by subsidizing one form of incentive compensation relative to all others.

Stock options are not recorded as an expense on
companies' books. But the arguments for this special
treatment don't stand up. Let's end the charade.
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to end the debateon accounting
for stockoptions;the controversyhas been going on
far too long. In fact,the rule governingthe reporting
of executive stock options dates back to 1972,when the
Accounting Principles Board, the predecessorto the Financial AccountingStandardsBoard (FASB),issuedAPB
25.The rule specifiedthat the cost of options at the grant
date shouldbe measuredby their intrinsic value -the difference between the current fair market value of the
stock and the exerciseprice of the option. Under this
method, no costwasassignedto options when their exerciseprice was set at the current market price.
The rationale for the rule was fairly simple:Becauseno
cashchangeshands when the grant is made, issuing a
stock option is not an economically significant transaction. That's what many thought at the time. What's
more, little theory or practice was available in 1972to
guide companies in determining the value of such untraded financial instruments.
APB 25was obsoletewithin a year.The publication in
1973of the Black-Scholes
formula triggered a huge boom
in markets for publicly traded options, a movementrein-

forced by th~ opening, alsoin 1973,of the ChicagoBoard
Options Exchange.It was surelyno coincidencethat the
growth of the traded options marketswasmirrored by an
increasinguseof shareoption grantsin executiveand em--ployee
compensation.The National Centerfor Employee
Ownership estimates that nearly 10 million employees
received stock options in 2000; fewer than 1 million did
in 1990.It soonbecameclear in both theory and practice
that options of anykind were worth far more than the intrinsic value defined by APB 25.
FASBinitiated a review of stock option accountingin
1984and, after more than a decadeof heatedcontroversy,
finally issuedSFASU3 in October1995.It recommendedbut did not require- companiesto report the cost of options granted and to determine their fair market value
using option-pricing models. The new standard was a
compromise, reflecting intense lobbying by businesspeople andpoliticians againstmandatoryreporting. They
argued that executive stock options were one of the defining componentsin America'sextraordinary economic
renaissance,
soany attemptto changethe accountingrules
for them was an attack on America's hugely successful
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model for creating new businesses.Inevitably, most companies chose to ignore the recommendation that they
opposed so vehemently and continued to record only the
intrinsic value at grant date, typically zero, of their stock

company and, therefore, should never be recorded as a
cost on the income statement"
That position defies economic logic, not to mention
common sense,in severalrespects.For a start, transfers
option grants.
of value do not have to involve transfers of cash.While
Subsequently, the extraordinary boom in share prices
a transactioninvolving a cashreceipt or paymentis suffimade critics of option expensing look like spoilsports. But
cient to generatea recordabletransaction,it is not necessince the crash,the debate has returned with a vengeance.
sary. Eventssuch as exchangingstock for assets,signing
The spate of corporate accounting scandals in particular
a lease,providing future pensionor vacationbenefits for
has revealed just how unreal a picture of their economic
current-period employment, or acquiring materials on
performance many companies have been painting in their
credit all trigger accounting transactionsbecausethey
financial statements. Increasingly, investors and regulators
involve transfers of value, eventhough no cashchanges
have come to recognize that option-based compensation
hands at the time the transactionoccurs.
is a major distorting factor. Had AOL Time Warner in 2001,
Even if no cashchangeshands, issuing stock options
for example, reported employee stock option expensesas
to employeesincurs a sacrifice of cash,an opportunity
recommended DYSFAS123, it would have shown an opercost,which needsto be accountedfor. If a companywere
ating loss of about $1.7billion rather than the $700 million
to grant stock, rather than options,to employees,everyin operating income it actually reported.
one would agreethat the company'scost for this transacWe believe that the case for expensing options is overtion would be the cashit otherwise would have received
whelming, and in the following pages we examine and dis- I if it had sold the sharesat the current market price to
miss the principal claims put forward by those who coninvestors.It is exactlythe samewith stockoptions. When
tinue to oppose it. We demonstrate that, contrary to these
a companygrantsoptions to employees,it forgoesthe opexperts' arguments, stock option grants have real cash-flow
portunity to receive cashfrom underwriters who could
implications that need to be reported, that the way to
take these same options and sell them in a competitive
quantify those implications is available, that footnote disoptions market to investors. Warren Buffett made this
closure is not an acceptable substitute for reporting the
point graphically in an April 9, 2002, WashingtonPost
transaction in the income statement and balance sheet,
column when he stated:"Berkshire [Hathaway] will be
and that full recognition of option costs need not emascuhappy to receive options in lieu of cashfor many of the
late the incentives of entrepreneurial ventures. We then
goodsand servicesthat we sellcorporateAmerica:'Grantdiscuss just how finns might go about reporting the cost
ing options to employees rather than selling them to
of options on their income statements and balance sheets.
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FALLACY 1:

Stock Options Do Not Represent

a Real Cost
It is a basic principle of accounting that financial statements should record economically significant transactions. No one doubtsthat traded options meet that criterion; billions of dollars' worth are bought and sold every
day, either in the over-the-counter market or on exchanges.For manypeople,though, companystockoption
grants are a different story. These transactionsare not
economicallysignificant,the argument goes,becauseno
cashchangeshands. As former American ExpressCEO
Harvey Golub put it in an August8,2002,Wall Streetjournal article, stock option grants"are never a cost to the
Zvi Bodie is a professor offinance at Boston University's
School of Management. Robert S. Kaplan is the Marvin
Bower Professor of Leadership Development at Harvard
Business School. Robert C. Merton

is the john and Natty

McArthur University Professor at Harvard Business School
and a winner of the 1997 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic
Science. They are all based in Boston.
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It can, of course,be more reasonablyargued that the
cashforgone by issuingoptions to employees,rather than
selling them to investors,is offset by the cashthe company conservesby paying its employeeslesscash.Astwo
widely respected economists, Burton G. Malkiel and
William J.Baumol, noted in an April 4, 2002,WaflStreet
journal article: "A new, entrepreneurial finn may not be
able to provide the cashcompensationneededto attract
outstandingworkers. Instead, it can offer stock options."
But Malkiel and Baumol, unfortunately, do not follow
their observationto its logical conclusion.For if the cost
of stock options is not universally incorporated into the
measurementof net income, companies that grant options will underreport compensationcosts,and it won't be
possibleto compare their profitability, productivity, and
return-on-capital measures with those of economically
equivalent companiesthat have merely structured their
compensationsystemin a different way. The following
hypothetical illustration showshow that can happen.
Imagine two companies,KapCorpand MerBod, competing in exactlythe sameline of business.The two differ
only in the structure of their employee compensation
packages.KapCorp pays its workers $400,000 in total
HARVARD BUSINESSREVIEW
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year, It also Issues,through an underwriting, $100,000worth of options in
the capital market, which carmot be
exercisedfor one year, and it requires
its employeesto use 25%of their compensationto buy the newly issuedoptions. The net cashoutflow to KapCorp
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traded options. But they can'tcapture
the value of employee stock options,
which are private contracts between
the company and the employee for
illiquid instruments that carmot be
freely sold, swapped,pledged ascollateral, or hedged.
It is indeed true that, in general,an
instrument's lack of liquidity will re-

is $300,000($400,000in compensation
duce its value to the holder. But the
accounting standard
expenseless$100,000from the sale of
holder's liquidity lossmakesno differthe options).
enceto what it coststhe issuerto crethat allows two
MerBod's approach is only slightly
ate the instrument unless the issuer
different.It paysits workers$300,000in
somehowbenefitsfrom the lackofliqeconomically identicaltransactions
cashand issuesthem directly $100,000
uidity. And for stockoptions, the abto produce senceof a liquid market has little efworth of options atthe start of the year
(with the same one-year exercise refect on their value to the holder. The
radically different
striction). Economically,the two posigreat beauty of option-pricingmodels
tions are identical. Each companyhas
is that they are based on the characpaid a total of $400,000in compensateristics of the underlyingstock.That's
tion, each has issued $100,000worth
precisely why they have contributed
of options, and for each the net cash outflow totals
to the extraordinary growth of options markets overthe
$300,000after the cashreceivedfrom issuingthe options
last 30 years.The Black-Scholes
price of an option equals
is subtractedfrom the cashspent on compensation.Emthe value of a portfolio of stock and cashthat is managed
ployeesat both companiesareholding the same$100,000 dynamicallyto replicate the payoffsto that option. With
of options during the year, producing the samemotivaa completelyliquid stock,an otherwiseunconstrainedintion, incentive,and retention effects.
vestorcould entirely hedgean option's risk and extractits
In preparing its year-end statements, KapCorp will
value by selling short the replicating portfolio of stock
book compensationexpenseof $400,000and will show
and cash.In that case,the liquidity discount on the op$100,000in options on its balancesheetin a shareholder tion's value would be minimal. And that applies even if
equity account.If the cost of stock options issuedto emthere were no market for trading the option directly.
ployeesis not recognizedasan expense,however,MerBod
Therefore,the liquidity -or lack thereof -of markets in
will book a compensationexpenseof only $300,000and
stockoptions doesnot, by itself;lead to a discountin the
not showany options issuedon its balancesheet.Assum- option's value to the holder.
ing otherwise identical revenuesand costs,it will look as
Investment banks, commercial banks, and insurance
though MerBod's earnings were $100,000 higher than
companieshave now gone far beyond the basic,3o-yearKapCorp's.MerBodwill also seemto havea lower equity
old Black-Scholes
modelto developapproachesto pricing
basethan KapCorp,eventhough the increasein the numall sorts of options: Standardones.Exotic ones.Options
ber of sharesoutstanding will eventuallybe the samefor
traded 'through intermediaries, over the counter, and on
both companiesif all the options are exercised.Asa result
exchanges.Options linked to currency fluctuations. Opof the lower compensationexpenseand lower equity potions embeddedin complexsecuritiessuchasconvertible
sition, MerBod'sperformanceby most analytic measures debt,preferredstock,or callable debt like mortgageswith
will appearto be far superiorto KapCorp's.This distortion
prepayfeatures or interest rate capsand floors. A whole
is, of course,repeatedeveryyear that the two firms choose subindustry has developedto help individuals, compathe different forms of compensation.How legitimateis an
illes, and money market managers buy and sell these
accountingstandardthat allowstwo economicallyidenticomplexsecurities.Currentfinancial technologycertainly
cal transactionsto produce radically different numbers? permits firms to incorporate all the features of employee
stock options into a pricing model. A few investment
banks will even quote prices for executives looking to
FALLACY 2:
hedge or sell their stock options prior to vesting, if their
The Cost of Employee Stock Options
company'soption plan allows it
Cannot Be Estimated
Of course,formula-based or underwriters' estimates
about
the cost of employee stockoptions are lessprecise
Someopponentsof option expensingdefend their posithan
cash
payouts or share grants. But financial statetion on practical,not conceptual,grounds.Option-pricing
ments
should
striveto be approximatelyright in reflecting
modelsmaywork, they say,asa guide for valuing publicly
MARCH 2003
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economic reality rather than preciselywrong. Managers
routinely rely on estimatesfor important costitems, such
as the depreciation of plant and equipment and provisions against contingent liabilities, such as future environmental cleanupsand settlementsfrom product liability suitsand other litigation. When calculatingthe costs
of employees'pensions and other retirement benefits,
for instance,managersuse actuarial estimatesof future
interest rates,employeeretention rates,employeeretirement dates,the longevityof employeesand their spouses,
and the escalationof future medical costs.Pricing models
and extensiveexperiencemake it possibleto estimate the
cost of stock options issued in any given period with a
precisioncomparableto, or greaterthan, many of these
other items that already appear on companies'income
statementsand balancesheets.

Not all the objectionsto usingBlack-Scholes
and other
option valuation models are basedon difficulties in estimating the cost of options granted. For example,John
Delong, in a June 2002CompetitiveEnterpriseInstitute
paper entitled "The Stock Options Controversyand the
New Economy,"argued that "even if a value were calculated accordingto a model,the calculationwould require
adjustment to reflect the value to the employee:'He is
only half right. By paying employeeswith its own stock
or options,the companyforcesthem to hold highly nondiversifiedfinancial portfolios,a risk further compounded
by the investment of the employees'own human capital
in the companyas well. Since almost all individuals are
risk averse,we can expect employeesto place substantially lessvalue on their stockoption packagethan other,
better-diversified,investorswould.
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higher payoff had they held the options toma-

at close to the vesting period, say,four years)

turity. Employees with vested options that are

instead of the contractual period of; say,ten

in the money will also exercisethem when they
quit, since most companies require employees

years, would significantly reduce the estimated
cost of the option.

to use or lose their options upon departure. In

Some adjustment should be madeforforfei-

both cases,the economic impact on the com-

ture and early exercise. But the proposed method
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Recognizing the increasing probability that
companies will be required to expense stock op-

early. When these circumstances are taken into
account, the reduction in employee option costs
is likely to be much smaller.

tions, some opponents are fighting a rearguard

First, consider forfeiture. Using a flat per-

action by trying to persuade standard setters to

centage for forfeitures based on historical or

significantly reduce the reported cost of those

prospective employee turnover is valid only

options, discounting their value from that mea-

if forfeiture is a random event, like a lottery,
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Estimatesof the magnitude of this employeerisk discount -or "deadweight cost,"as it is sometimescalledrange from 20%to 50%,dependingon the volatility of the
underlying stock and the degree of diversification of
the employee'sportfolio. The existenceof this deadweight
costis sometimesusedto justify the apparentlyhugescale
of option-basedremuneration handed out to top executives. A companyseeking,for instance,to reward its CEO
with $1 million in options that are worth $1,000each in
the market may (perhaps perversely) reason that it
shouldissue2,000 ratherthan 1,000optionsbecause,from
the CEO'sperspective,the options are worth only $500
each.(We would point out that this reasoningvalidates
our earlier point that options are a substitute for cash.)
But while it might arguablybe reasonableto take deadweight costinto accountwhen decidinghow muchequity-

basedcompensation(suchasoptions)to include in an executive'spay packet, it is certainly not reasonableto let
deadweightcostinfluencethe way companiesrecordthe
costsof the packets.Financial Statementsreflect the economic perspectiveof the company,not the entities (including employees)with which it transacts.When a company sells a product to a customer,for example,it does
not haveto verify what the product is worth to that individual. It countsthe expectedcashpayment in the transaction as its revenue.Similarly, when the companypurchasesa product or service from a supplier, it does not
examine whether the price paid was greateror lessthan
the supplier's cost or what the supplier could have receivedhad it sold the product or serviceelsewhere.The
companyrecordsthe purchaseprice asthe cashor cash
equivalent it sacrificedto acquirethe good or service.
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Supposea clothing manufacturer
were to build a fitness center for its
employees.The company would not
do so to compete with fitness clubs.
It would build the center to generate higher revenues from increased
productivity and creativity of healthier, happ'i~r employees and to reduce
costs arIsIng from employee turn-

an Expense

The people
..a
that optIons
creates
counting

claiming
expensmg

a doubleproblem

are

panies' audited income statements
and balancesheets.An analystfollowing an individual company, or even
small group of companies, could
make adjustments for information
disclosedin footnotes.But that would
be difficult and costly to do for a
large .group of companies. that ,had
put different sorts of data ill VarIOUS

over and illness.The costto the comthemselves
creating a
nonstandardformats into footnotes.
pany is clearly the cost of building
Clearly,it is much easierto compare
and maintaining the facility, not the
smoke screen to hide the
companies on a level playing field,
value that the individual employees
where all compensation expenses
might place on it. The cost of the fitincome-distorting
effects
have been incorporated into the innesscenter is recorded as a periodic
.come
numbers.
expense,loosely matched to the exof stock optIon grants.
What'smore, numbersdivulged in
pected revenue increase and reducfootnotes can be less reliable than
tions in employee-relatedcOSts.
those disclosedin the primary finanThe only reasonable justification
cial statements.For one thing, exec.
we have seen for costing executive
utives and auditors typically review
options below their market value
supplementaryfootnotes last and destemsfrom the observationthat many
vote lesstime to them than they do
options are forfeited when employto the numbers in the primary stateees leave, or are exercisedtoo early
ments.As just one example,the footbecauseof employees'risk aversion.
note in eBay'sFY 2000 annual report
In these cases,existing shareholders'
reveals a "weighted average grantequity is diluted lessthan it would otherwisebe, or not at
datefair value of options granted during 1999of $105.03"
all, consequentlyreducingthe company'scompensation for a year in which the weighted averageexerciseprice of
cost.While we agreewith the basiclogic of this argument,
sharesgrantedwas$64.59.Just how the value of options
the impact of forfeiture and earlyexerciseon theoretical
granted canbe 63%more than the value of the underlyvaluesmay be grosslyexaggerated.(Seethe sidebar"The
ing stock is not obvious.In FY 2000,the sameeffect was
Reallmpact of Forfeiture and Early Exercise.")
reported: a fair value of options granted of $103.79with
an averageexerciseprice of $62.69.Apparently,this error
was
finally detected, since the FY 2001 report retroacFALLACY 3:
tively adjustedthe 1999and 2000averagegrant-datefair
Stock Option Costs Are Already
valuesto $40.45and $41.40,respectively.We believe exAdequately Disclosed
ecutivesandauditorswill exert greaterdiligenceand care Another argumentin defenseof the existing approachis
in obtairungreliable estimatesof the cost of stockoptions
that companies already discloseinformation about the
if thesefigures are included in companies'incomestatecost of option grants in the footnotes to the financial
mentsthan they currently do for footnote disclosure.
statements.Investorsand analystswho wish to adjust inOur colleague William Sahlman in his December
come statementsfor the cost of options, therefore, have
2002 HBR article, "ExpensingOptions SolvesNothing,"
the necessarydata readily available.We find that arguhas expressedconcern that the wealth of useful informent hard to swallow.Aswe havepointed out, it is a funmation contained in the footnotes about the stock opdamentalprinciple of accountingthat the income statetions granted would be lost if options were expensed.
ment and balance sheet should portray a company's
But surely recognizingthe cost of options in the income
statementdoesnot preclude continuingto provide a footunderlying economics.Relegatingan item of suchmajor
note that explainsthe underlying distribution of grants
economic significanceasemployee option grantsto the
and the methodology and parameter inputs usedto calfootnotes would systematicallydistort tposereports.
But even if we were to accept.the principle that i>otculate the cost of the stockoptions.
Somecriticsof stockoption expensingargue,asventure
note disclosureis sufficient, in reality we would fin!! it a
capitalist John Doerr and FedEx CEO Frederick Smith
poor substitute for recognizingthe expensedirectly on
the primary statements.For a start, investmentanalysts, did in an April 5, 2002,New YorkTimescolumn, that "if
lawyers,and regulators now use electronic databasesto i expensingwere. ..required, the impact of optionswould
be counted twice in the earningsper share:first as a pocalculateprofitabili~ ratiosbasedon the numbersin com-
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tential dilution of the earnings,by .increasingthe shares by issuing 2,000 shares of stock in the market during
outstanding,and secondasa chargeagainstreportedearnthe year at an averageselling price of $5 per share.Now
ings.The result would be inaccurateand misleadingearnboth companieshave closing cashbalancesof $20,000
ings per share."
and 10,000 sharesoutstanding. Under current accountWe have severaldifficulties with this argument. First,
ing rules,however,this transaction only exacerbatesthe
option costs only enter into a (GAAP-based)diluted
gap between the EPSnumbers. KapCorp'sreported inearning50:per-share
calculation when the current market
come remains $10,000,since the additional $10,000
price exceedsthe option exerciseprice.Thus,fully diluted
value gained from the sale of the sharesis not reported
BPSnumbers still ignore all the costsof options that are I in net income, but its EPS denominator has increased
nearly in the money or could becomein the moneyif the
from 8,000 to 10,000.Consequently,KapCorp now restock price increasedsignificantlyin the near term.
ports an EPS of $1.00to MerBod's $2.00, even though
Second,relegatingthe determination of the economic
their economicpositionsare identical: 10,000sharesoutimpact of stockoption grantssolelyto an BPScalculation
standing and increased cashbalances of $20,000. The
greatly distorts the measurement of reported income.
people claiming that options expensingcreatesa doubleSuch fundamental profitability and productivity meacounting problem are themselves creating a smoke
suresasreturn on investment,return on capitalemployed, screento hide the income-distorting effects of stock opand economicvalue added,which are basedon accounttion grants.
ing income,would not be adjustedto reflectthe economic
Indeed,if we saythat the fully diluted EPSfigure isthe
impact of option costs.Thesemeasuresare more signifiright wayto disclosethe impact of shareoptions,then we
cant summaries of the change in economic value of a
should immediatelychangethe current accountingrules
companythan the prorated distribution of this incometo
for sitUationswhen companiesissuecommonstock,conindividual shareholdersrevealedin the BPSmeasure.This
vertible preferred stock, or convertible bonds to pay for
becomeseminently clear when taken to its logical absur- servicesor assets.At present, when these transactions
dity: Supposecompanieswere to compensateall their
occur,the costis measuredby the fair market value of the
suppliers-of materials,labor, energy,and purchasedserconsiderationinvolved. Why should options be treated
vices-with stockoptions rather than with cashand avoid
differently?
all expenserecognition in their income Statement.Their
income and their profitability measureswould all be
FALLACY 4:
so grosslyinflated asto be uselessfor analytic purposes;
Expensing Stock Options
only the BPSnumber would pick up anyeconomiceffect
Will Hurt Young Businesses
from the option grants.
Our biggest objection to this spuriousclaim, however,
Opponentsof expensingoptions alsoclaim that doing so
is that even,.a calculation of fully diluted BPSdoes not
will be a hardshipfor entrepreneurialhigh-techfirms that
fully reflect the economicimpact of stock option grants.
do not have the cashto attract and retain the engineers
The following hypothetical exampleillustratesthe proband executiveswho translate entrepreneurial ideasinto
lems,though for purposesof simplicity we will use grants profitable, long-termgrowth.
of sharesinstead of options.The reasoningis exactlythe
This argument i~ flawed on a number of levels. For
samefor both cases.
a~..the
people who claim that. option expensingwill
Let's saythat eachof our two hypothetical companies, harm entrepreneurialincentivesare often the samepeoKapCorpand MerBod, has 8,000 sharesoutstanding,no
ple who claim that current disclosureisadequatefor comdebt,and annual revenuethis year of $100,000.KapCorp municatingthe economicsof stockoption grants.The two
decidesto pay its employeesand suppliers $90,000 in
positionsare clearlycontradictory.If current disclosureis
cashand has no other expenses.MerBod, however,comsufficient, then moving the cost from a footnote to the
pensatesits employeesand supplierswith $80,000in cash balanc~sheetand income statementwill haveno market
effect. But to argue that proper costing of stock options
and 2,000 sharesof stock, at an averagemarket price of
would have a significant adverseimpact on companies
$5 per share. The cost to each company is the same:
that make extensiveuse of them is to admit that the eco$90,000.But their net income and BPSnumbersare very
different. KapCorp'snet income before taxes is $10,000, nomics of stock options, as currently disclosedin footnotes,are not fully reflectedin companies'market prices.
or $1.25per share. By contrast, MerBod's reported net
More seriously,however,the claim simply ignoresthe
income (which ignoresthe cost of the equity granted to
fact that a lack of cashneed not be a barrier to compenemployeesand suppliers)is $20,000,and its BPSis $2.00
satingexecutives.Ratherthan issuingoptions directly to
(which takesinto accountthe new sharesissued).
Of course,the two companiesnow have different cash employees,companiescan alwaysissue them to underwriters and then pay their employeesout of the money
balancesand numbers of sharesoutstanding with a claim
on them. But KapCorpcan eliminate that discrepancy recei,!edfor those options. Consideringthat the market
MARCH 2003
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systematicallyputs a higher value on options than emsoft, which, having granted 300 million options in 2001
ployeesdo,companiesare likely to end up with more cash alone, is by far the largest issuer of stock options?
from the sale of externally issuedoptions (which carry
A less distorting approach for delivering an accounting
with them no deadweight costs)than they would by
subsidy to entrepreneurial ventures would simply be to
granting options to employeesin lieu of higher salaries. allow them to defer some percentage of their total emEvenprivately held companiesthat raisefunds through
ployee compensation for some number of years, which
angel and venture capital investors can take this apcould be indefinitely -just as companies granting stock
proach.The sameproceduresusedto place a value on a
options do now. That way, companies could get the supprivately held companycanbe usedto estimatethe value
posed accounting benefits from not having to report a
of its options, enablingexternal investorsto provide cash portion of their compensation costs no matter what fonn
for options about asreadily asthey provide cashfor stock.
that compensation might take.
That's not to say,of course,that entrepreneursshould
never get option grants.Venture capital investorswill alWhat Will Expensing Involve?
wayswant employeesto be compensatedwith somestock
options in lieu of cashto be assuredthat the employees Although the economic arguments in favor of reporting
havesome"skin in the game"and soaremore likely to be
stock option grants on the principal financial statements
honest when they tout their company's prospects to
seem to us to be overwhelming, we do recognize that exproviders of new capital. But that does not precludealso
pensing poseschallenges. For a start, the benefits accruing
raising cashby selling options externally to pay a large
to the company from issuing stock options OC{;urin future
periods, in the form of increased cash flows generated by
part of the cashcompensationto employees.
its option motivated and retained employees. The fundaWe certainly recognizethe vitality and wealth that enmental
matching principle of accounting requires that
trepreneurial ventures,particularly thosein the high-tech
sector,bring to the u.s. economy.A strong casecan be
the costs of generating those higher revenues be recognized at the same time the revenues are recorded. This is
made for creatingpublic policies that activelyassistthese
why companies match the cost of multiperiod assetssuch
companiesin their early stages,or even in their more
as plant and equipment with the revenues these assets
establishedstages.The nation should defuritely consider
produce
over their economic lives.
a regulation that makes entrepreneurial, job-creating
In
some
cases,the match can be based on estimates of
companieshealthier and more competitive by changing
the
future
cash flows. In expensing capitalized softwaresomethingassimple asan accountingjournal entry.
development
costs, for instance, managers match the costs
But we have to question the effectivenessof the curagainst a predicted pattern of benefits accrued from sellrent rule, which essentially makes the benefits from a
ing the software. In the case of options, however, mandeliberate accountingdistortion proportional to compaagers would have to estimate an
nies'useof one particular form of emequivalent pattern of benefits arisployee compensation.After all, some
-ing
from their own decisions and acIt
is
not
the
proper
role
entrepreneurial,job-creating compativities.
That would likely introduce
nies might benefit from picking other
~,
significant
measurement error and
of
accounting
standards
forms of incentive compensationthat
.,arguably do a better job of a1i~g
.,
~- ~
provide opportunities for managers
executive and shareholderinterests
than conventional stock options do.
Indexed or performance options, for
example,ensurethat managementis
not rewarded just for being in the
right place at the right time or penalized just for being in the wrong place
at ticlewrong time. A strong casecan
also be made for the superiority of
properly designed restricted stock
grants and deferred cashpayments.
Yet current accountingstandardsrequire that these, and virtually all
other compensationalternatives,be
expensed.Are companiesthat choose
those alternatives any less deserving
of an accountingsubsidythan Micro-
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distort executive
--~~
~ ---believe

employee

I

compensation.agement
by subsidizing one
form of compensation
to all
~~-c-others.
~

to bias their estimates. We therefore
that using a standard straightline amortization formula will reduce measurement error and manbias despite some loss of
accuracy. The obvious period for the
amortization is the useful economic
life of the granted option, probably
best measured by the vesting period.
Thus, for an option vesting in four
years, 1/48 of the cost of the option
would be expensed through the income statement in each month until
the option vests.This would treat employee option compensation costs
the same way the costs of plant and
equipment or inventory are treated
HARVARD BUSINESSREVIEW
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sation expensedownward when employeesforfeit their
options,should they not also mark it up when the share
price rises,thereby increasingthe marketvalue of the options?Clearly,this can getcomplicated,and it comesasno
surprise that neither FASB nor IASB recommends any
kind of postgrant accountingrevisions,since that would
open up the question of whether to usemark-to-market
accountingfor all types of assetsand liabilities, not just
shareoptions. At this time, we don't have strongfeelings
about whether the benefits from mark-to-market accountingfor stockoptionsexceedthe costs.But we would
point out that peoplewho object to estimatingthe cost of
options granted at time of issueshould be evenlessenthusiastic about reestimating their options' cost each
quarter.
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We recognizethat options are a powerful incentive, and
we believethat all companiesshould considerthem in deciding how to attract and retain talent and align the interestsof managersand owners.But we alsobelieve that
failing to record a transactionthat createssuchpowerful
effectsis economicallyindefensibleand encouragescompanies to favor options over alternative compensation
methods.It is not the properrole of accountingstandards
to distort executiveand employeecompensationby subsidizingone form of compensationrelative to all others.
Companiesshould choose compensationmethods accordingto their economicbenefits-not the way they are
reported.
e

time,
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Proposal by Integrated Finance Limited for Expensing Employee
Compensatory Stock Options for Financial Reporting Purposes

Introduction
Integrated Finance Limited (“IFL”) has developed an accounting approach for
employee stock options that matches the expense of option-based compensation
to the timing and magnitude of economic transfer. The approach, which is
adaptable to either closed-form or binomial valuation models, complements the
FASB draft proposal by providing a specific framework in which to apply the
FASB recommendations.
The IFL approach is driven by the key insight that only the part of the option
value earned without the obligation of continued employment should be treated
as an expense.1 We pay specific attention to the fact that most stock option plans
stipulate that if the employee resigns or is terminated then the maturity for the
vested option is truncated to 90 days. Hence, at any given point in time, an
employee in fact owns (free and clear of any future commitment to work for the
company) only a 90-day option, even if the stated maturity of the option is 10
years.2 Thus, the “extension” of the maturity as a consequence of the
employee’s continued employment is the appropriate expense in each
accounting period. This approach to expensing vested options in turn has
implications for plans that require a vesting period. For such plans, IFL proposes
that the option value to be conferred at vesting be estimated quarterly beginning
at time of grant and that the corresponding estimated expense be revised and
allocated as a pro-rata accrual each quarter over the vesting period.

1

The idea that only the value of the part of that option which is owned without requiring continued employment in the future
should be expensed was first presented in “Accounting for Stock Options,” Jeremy Bulow and John Shoven, Stanford
University, unpublished manuscript, January 15, 2004.
2

For some companies, the maturity because of termination may differ from 90 days. For a company with an N-day maturity
provision, the underlying logic for quarterly accounting periods would still apply, and the expense each quarter would equal a
90-day extension of an N-day option. If the termination window is in fact 90 days, the extension and maturity conveniently
match up, simplifying the valuation process.

1

Summary: IFL Process for Expensing Employee Stock Options
For vested employee stock options that expire 90 days after employee
termination, IFL proposes:
1. In the period after the option becomes vested (“the vested period”),
outstanding employee stock options should be expensed at the end of
each quarter for the incremental value of extending the option for an
additional quarter. There is no option expense in the quarter when the
option is either exercised or expires.
2. In the pre-vested period (“the vesting period”), employee stock options
should be expensed based on an option maturity of the quarter-end date
when the option vests plus the termination-linked time-frame dictated by
the company option plan; typically, the quarter-end date when the option
vests plus 90 days.
3. The expense of an unvested employee stock option should be spread
over the vesting period on a pro-rata basis and recalculated each
accounting period during vesting to reflect the then current value of the
option; the cumulative expense charge over the entire vesting period will
equal the fair-market value of the option at its vesting date.

Benefits of the IFL Process for Expensing Employee Stock Options
1. It reflects the actual economics of the exchange of labor for valuable
consideration by charging the fair market value of what the firm has
transferred to the employee and by allocating that expense to the
accounting period in which the employee worked to receive that transfer.
2. In the vested period, valuation typically will not be based on maturities
greater than 90 days, for which there are traded options; even when
traded prices are not available, most agree that the Black-Scholes and
other (lattice) models of option pricing are more accurate for shorter
maturity options.

2

3. In the vested period, because the termination-linked option maturities
generally are 90 days, adjustments in valuation for early exercise before
expiration are not likely to be needed or material.
4. At grant, the time horizon for valuation is the vesting period plus 90
days, typically 1.25-3.25 years, which is within a maturity range for
reasonably effective model pricing and allows benchmark pricing to
publicly traded LEAPs (Long term Equity Anticipation Securities).
Furthermore, because options cannot be exercised prior to vesting, any
need to estimate early exercise dates is eliminated.
5. In the vesting and vested periods, the IFL approach should lead to a
greater degree of comparability in option valuation and expense
allocation among companies.
6. It is an option-expense approach that is consistent with expensing
restricted stock.
Detailed Illustration of the IFL Process for Expensing Employee Options
We demonstrate the specific application of the recommended approach by
means of two hypothetical examples, one for vested options and the other for
unvested options.
Example #1: Expensing of Vested Options.
Consider three employees of XYZ Corporation, “A”, “B”, and “C”, each of whom
has identical total compensation histories at XYZ and each of whom has worked
at XYZ for at least the entire 2003. XYZ has an employee stock option plan,
which grants 10-year at-the-money options that vest immediately upon grant. If
the employee leaves the firm, whether voluntarily or as a result of having been
terminated not for cause, the vested options must be exercised within 90 days.
Thus, upon leaving the firm, the effective maturity of the vested option becomes
90 days. On December 31, 2003, the price of XYZ shares is $100. Suppose each
of the employees is granted a 10-year option with an exercise price of $100,
which vests immediately.

3

To determine the valuation and allocation of the option expenses, consider what
happens if employee A resigns from the firm the next day, January 1, 2004. The
expiration date of his option immediately becomes March 31, 2004. As is
common for many listed companies, 90-day options on XYZ with the same $100
exercise price as the granted options are trading in the public market at $8.20 per
option. Since employee A owns that option and will not perform any further work
for the firm in the future, the fair-market value of that option, $8.20, must be a
compensation expense for past effort. The option was granted and vested in 4th
Q 2003 and thus we would allocate the entire $8.20 expense to that quarter. It is
difficult to justify allocating any of the expense to an earlier quarter unless there
was a specific allocation of the option prior to the 4th Q 2003, which, in effect,
would have been a grant. Furthermore we want to avoid a process that causes
periodic restatements of earlier quarter income. Since employees B and C had
the same rights to leave the firm and retain the option value that A has, we
charge the same amount, $8.20, as a 4th Q compensation expense for each of
them as well.
Continuing with the example, consider what happens if on March 31, 2004, both
employees B and C are at the firm and on April 1, 2004, employee B is
terminated not for cause. As a result, the expiration date of B’s option
immediately becomes June 30, 2004. Suppose the March 31, 2004 closing price
on XYZ is $120 and the fair market value of B’s 90-day option with an exercise
price of $100 is $22.54. How much of that option value did B earn as a
consequence of being employed by XYZ during the 4th quarter? On December
31, 2003, employee A and employee B were in identical economic situations with
respect to XYZ. Subsequently, employee A did not work at the firm and
employee B did. Thus, since employee B will not perform any further work for
XYZ in the future, the difference in the value of the option owned by employee B
and the value of the option owned by employee A on March 31, 2004 must be
the option-related compensation received by employee B for working in 1st Q
2004. March 31, 2004 is the expiration date of employee A’s option and so its
value is its intrinsic value, ($120-$100 =) $20. Thus, the difference between the
fair market value of employee B’s option and employee A’s option is $22.54 $20.00 = $2.54 and that is the compensation expense for B’s option in the 1st Q
2004. In effect, by B working another quarter beyond A, he received a 90-day
extension on the maturity of his option relative to A’s option. The value of that
extension in this case is exactly the time value of a 90-day option, the difference
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between the fair-market value of a 90-day option and its intrinsic value. Since on
March 31, 2004, employees B and C were in identical positions in terms of their
relationship to XYZ, the compensation expense charged for C’s option in the 1st
Q 2004 should be the same as for B’s or $2.54. Note that there is no further
compensation expense charged for A’s option because he did not work at XYZ in
1st Q 2004.
We now derive the quarterly expenses for employee C if he continues to work for
XYZ for another year. Suppose that on June 30, 2004, the stock price is $90 and
the fair market value of a 90-day option on XYZ with a $100 exercise price is
$3.72. Since B’s option expires on June 30, its fair market value is its intrinsic
value, $0. Since the only difference between B and C is that C worked the 2nd Q
2004 and B didn’t, the option-based compensation charge for C is the difference
between the value of his option, $3.72, and B’s, which is worthless.
Suppose that on September 30, 2004, the price of XYZ stock is $140 and the fair
market value of a 90-day option with an exercise price of $100 is $40.92, then the
option-related compensation charge for C having worked for the 3rd quarter is the
value of an extension of his option maturity date for another 90 days, $40.92$40.00 = $0.92. Suppose that the stock price on December 31, 2004 is $160 and
the fair market value of a 90-day option with an exercise price of $100 is $60.57,
then C’s option-based compensation charge for working the 4th Q 2004 would be
$60.57 - $60.00 = $0.57. Suppose that the stock price of XYZ on March 31, 2005
is $175 but C had exercised his option some time on or before March 31. An
employee with the same option as C on December 31, 2004 but who left the firm
on January 1, 2004 could have exercised at exactly the same time that C did
during the 1st Quarter of 2005 and would have received the identical payout. Thus,
C earned no option-based compensation as a consequence of his working for XYZ
in the 1st Q 2005 and hence, there is no expense. And of course since his option
no longer exists, there will be no expense for it in any later quarter. The entire time
path of expensing is summarized in Table 1.
Observations on the effect of truncation of maturity drawn from this example:
The provision in standard option plans that calls for the maturity of a vested
option to truncate to 90 days upon the employee leaving the firm has a very
substantial effect on the magnitude of option expenses and on the allocation of
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those expenses to various accounting periods. To demonstrate how substantial
this effect can be, consider the expensing that would occur in the same
hypothetical situation, if the plan terms are changed so that vested options retain
their full stated maturity (in this case 10 years from time of grant) even if the
employee leaves the firm, voluntarily or as a result of having been terminated not
for cause.3 Under this condition, the options held by employees A, B and C
would have had the identical value at all points in time, independently of
continued employment beyond the vesting date. By analysis parallel to that
leading to a charge of the value of the 90-day option on December 31, 2003, as
an expense to 4th Q 2003, we would instead charge the value of a 10-year at-themoney option on that date to the 4th Q 2003. The fair-market value of such an
option with the stock price at $100 might be around $50. So without the plan
provision of the maturity truncation, there would have been a $150 charge to 4th
Q 2003 earnings for the three employees’ options and no further expense after
that, whether or not the employees left XYZ.4 In contrast, the total expense
charged for these options with the truncation provision was: $34.89, allocated:
$24.60 for 4th Q 2003; $5.08 for 1st Q 2004; $3.72 for 2nd Q 2004; $0.92 for 3rd Q
2004; $0.57 for 4th Q 2004 and no further expenses thereafter.
The large difference ($150 vs. $35) in the cumulative expense and its distribution
across accounting periods caused by the maturity truncation provision is not
simply a result of employees with vested options leaving the firm. If all three
employees had instead remained at the firm and then exercised in March 2005,
the cumulative expenses would have been only $47.85. Furthermore, provided
that the stock remained deep in the money at each quarter end from March 2005
to December 2013, even if all three employees had stayed at the firm and did not
exercise before the expiration date, still the total expenses charged on the
options, $ 65.35, would be considerably less than $150. And that smaller total
3

Even plans with maturity truncation for termination often contain an exception if termination is a consequence of retirement
on or after a specified retirement age. In that case, the retiring employee’s vested option retains its entire stated maturity. In
the quarter when an employee qualifies for that exception, the expense for maturity extension should be the time value of an
option with the remaining stated maturity, not 90 days.
4

There is no further expense because the options held by the employees contain no greater obligations than if options were
issued by the company to non-employee investors for capital infusion. Hence, for financial reporting, the subsequent value
of the option including its intrinsic value at time of exercise or expiration is not a compensation expense in return for services
to the firm but a capital account matter. It is for that same reason that we expense the intrinsic value, if any, only at the time
of vesting and subsequently expense only the time value of the 90-day maturity extensions.
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expense would be distributed over 40 quarters from 4th Q 2003 through 3rd Q
2013 instead of concentrated in a single quarter, 4th Q 2003.5
As discussed in the circulated FASB Draft Proposal, the prospect of early
exercise of a long-dated option can have a significant effect on its valuation and
thus such considerations should be taken into account. However, as we see
here for plans with a maturity truncation to 90 days after leaving the firm, no
vested option expense valuation involves a maturity of greater than 90 days.
Therefore, not taking into account early exercise possibilities will have a relatively
small effect on that valuation.
Example #2: Expensing of Unvested Options.
Consider the same circumstances described in the preceding example but now
XYZ’s option plan has a one-year (4 quarter) vesting period from time of grant.
Thus, the at-the-money 10-year maturity options granted to employees A, B, and
C on December 31, 2003 will vest on December 31, 2004, provided that the
employee has not left the firm as of that date. If the employee leaves the firm for
any reason prior to that date, the options are forfeited and the employee receives
nothing. Because continued future employment during the vesting period (one
year from grant in this example) is a condition for the employees to receive the
options, it could be argued that no expense is incurred until the options vest.
Under that approach, there would be no expense until the option date and then
as described in the preceding example, the value on the vesting date of a 90-day
option with a $100 exercise price would be charged as an expense to 4th Q 2004.
If however, as we believe, some of the employees’ effort to remain at XYZ during
the vesting period is attributable to the grant of the options, then there should be
an accrual of some of the option expense to quarters Q4 2003, Q1 2004, Q2
2004, Q3 2004, as well as Q4 2004, when the option actually vests. The IFLrecommended accrual method is at the end of each quarter to take the fairmarket value of an option that expires 90-days after the last quarter of the vesting
period and allocate as an expense charge to each quarter the pro-rata value of
that option for the number of quarters since grant less the cumulative amount of
the option value already expensed in these earlier quarters. In our example, the
5

Along the lines in the preceding footnote, there is no option expense for the quarter in which the option expires since the employee
does not need to work that quarter to receive the full stated maturity remaining in the option.
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expiration date of the option used for valuation in each quarter of the vesting
period will be 90 days after the vesting date, namely March 31, 2005.
Suppose that the fair-market value of a one-year-and-90-day option on XYZ with
an exercise price of $100 on December 31, 2003 is $18.75. The value of the
three options granted to employees A, B, and C is $56.25. Since there are 5
quarters among which the option expense is to be allocated in the vesting period,
($56.25/5 =) $11.25 is the total expense in Q4 2003.
On March 31, 2004, the stock price is $120 and the fair-market value of a oneyear option on XYZ with exercise price $100 is $30.40. Because employee A left
the company during the quarter his option was forfeited, its value is now $0, and
the combined value of the two options granted to employees B and C is $60.80.
Since two of the 5 quarters for expense allocation are completed, the charge for
Q1 2004 is ($60.80 x 2/5 – previous cumulative expense =) $24.32 – $11.25 =
$13.07. On June 30, 2004, the stock price is $90 and the fair-market value of a 9month option on XYZ with an exercise price of $100 is $9.14. Because employee
B was terminated during the quarter his option was forfeited, its value is now $0,
and there is only employee C’s option remaining. Since three of the 5 quarters for
expense allocation are completed, the charge for Q2 2004 is ($9.14 x 3/5 –
previous cumulative expense =) $5.48 - $24.32 = ($18.84) which is a credit to
earnings of $18.84.
On September 30, 2004, suppose that the stock price is $140 and the fair-market
value of a 6-month option on XYZ with an exercise price of $100 is $42.75. Since
four of the 5 quarters for expense allocation are completed, the charge for Q3
2004 is ($42.75 x 4/5 –previous cumulative expense =) $34.20 - $5.48 = $28.72.
On December 31, 2004, Employee C’s option becomes vested. The stock price
is $160 and the fair-market value of a 90-day option on XYZ with exercise price
$100 is $60.57. Since five of the 5 quarters for expense allocation are completed,
the charge for Q4 2004 is ($60.57 – previous cumulative expenses =) $60.57 $34.20 = $26.37.
Note that as a design feature of the IFL approach, the total cumulative option
expense during the entire vesting period is equal to the fair-market value of
vested options at the end of the quarter in which they vested, $60.57. Thus, the
cumulative expense as of the time of vesting is the same as it would have been if
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there had been no expensing of the options until they vest. However, the
recommended accrual method of expenses permits an allocation of the expenses
across the quarters in which some of the option-based compensation expense
actually occurred, using best available estimates of fair-market value at the time
of each accrual. It also ensures that the cumulative expenses are the actual
expenses incurred as of the vesting date without a need to restate earlier
periods’ earnings or expenses.6 The entire time path of expensing through the
vesting period is summarized in Table 2.
Observations on the effect of introducing a vesting period drawn from this
example:
It is self-evident that the value of a vested option is greater than the value of an
otherwise identical but unvested option at a given point in time. Thus, it may
seem inconsistent that the cumulative expense of $60.57 for the unvested
options in Example #2 exceeds the cumulative expense of $34.89 for the vested
options in Example #1. However, this outcome is primarily the result of the
particular time path followed by the stock during the vesting period, which ends
up deeply in the money on the vesting date. For example, with the same
employee termination pattern, had the stock of XYZ instead remained unchanged
at $100 throughout the year from December 31, 2003, until December 31, 2004,
the cumulative expense of the granted options for the immediate vested case of
Example #1 would have been $65.60 and the cumulative expense of the granted
options for the unvested case of Example #2 would have been only $8.20.7
Thus, the after-the-fact differences in expenses between vested and unvested
options depend on the time path followed by the stock during the vesting period
and can be either larger or smaller.
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Robert Kaplan and Krishna Palepu present an accrual method for expensing options during the vesting period in “Expensing
Stock Options: A Fair-Value Approach”, Harvard Business Review, December 2003. While their method and the one
presented here are different, they share a similar accounting philosophy. The IFL approach will typically produce a
“smoother” time path of expenses than the Kaplan-Palepu procedure, although it is not proposed for that reason.
7

This specific time pattern of stock price remaining at the money at the end of each expense period maximizes the expenses
of the vested options because it maximizes the time value of the options at each expense date.
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Table 1 - Example: Stock Expense during Vested Period
Option Description:

10 year maturity
$100 strike price
vests immediately
maturity truncated to 90 days if terminated
initial stock price $100

Employee A

Employee B

Employee C

Company

granted option

granted option

granted option

expenses three 90 day options
stock price $100
90 day option value = $8.20
expense = $8.20 x 3 options = $24.60

employed

employed

expenses the extension of two options for 90 days
stock price $120
90 day option value = $22.54
time value of 90 day option = $2.54
expense = $2.54 x 2 options = $5.08

employed

expenses the extension of one option for 90 days
stock price $90
90 day option value = $3.72
time value of 90 day option = $3.72
expense = $3.72 x 1 option = $3.72

September 30, 2004

employed

expenses the extension of one option for 90 days
stock price $140
option value = $40.92
time value of 90 day option = $0.92
expense = $0.92 x 1 option = $0.92

December 31, 2004

employed

expenses the extension of one option for 90 days
stock price $160
option value = $60.57
time value of 90 day option = $0.57
expense = $0.57 x 1 option = $0.57

Timeline
December 31, 2003

January 1, 2004

resigns
now owns an option expiring March 31, 2004

March 31, 2004

option expiring
option value $20

April 1, 2004

terminated without cause
now owns an option expiring June 30, 2004

June 30, 2004

option expiring
option value $0

First Quarter 2005

option exercised

March 31, 2005

no expense

Total expense = $34.89
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Table 2 - Example: Stock Expense during Vesting Period
Option Description:

10 year maturity
$100 strike price
1 year vesting period
option surrendered if terminated prior to vesting
initial stock price $100

Employee A

Employee B

Employee C

granted option

granted option

granted option expenses the accrued value of three options, maturing on March 31, 2005, spread over 5 quarters
stock price $100
option value (maturity of March 31, 2005) = $18.75
expense = $18.75 / 5 x 3 options = $11.25

employed

employed

expenses the accrued value of two options maturing on March 31, 2005
stock price $120
option value (maturity of March 31, 2005) = $30.40
expense = $30.40 / 5 x 2 quarters x 2 options = $24.32, less $11.25 previously expensed = $13.07

employed

expenses the accrued value of one option maturing on March 31, 2005
stock price $90
option value (maturity of March 31, 2005) = $9.14
expense = $9.14 / 5 x 3 quarters = $5.48, less $24.32 previously expensed = -$18.84 (credit)

September 30, 2004

employed

expenses the accrued value of one option maturing on March 31, 2005
stock price $140
option value (maturity of March 31, 2005) = $42.75
expense = $42.75 / 5 x 4 quarters = $34.20, less $5.48 previously expensed = $28.72

December 31, 2004

employed

expenses the accrued value of one option maturing on March 31, 2005
stock price $160
option value (maturity of March 31, 2005) = $60.57
expense = $60.57 / 5 x 5 quarters = $60.57, less $34.20 previously expensed = $26.37

Timeline
December 31, 2003

First Quarter 2004
March 31, 2004

Second Quarter 2004
June 30, 2004

Company

resigns

terminated without cause

Total expense = $60.57
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